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Welcome to the 8th International Congress Aluminium Brazing

On the occasion of the 8th International Congress “Aluminium Brazing” – hosted in Düsseldorf, Germany, on 3rd to 5th June 2014 – we are looking forward to meet participants from all over the world gathered here to exchange information about current processes and innovation in the brazing sector.

We deeply thank all authors and session chairs for their valuable contributions to the congress and we welcome all participants. We are sure to have an interesting programme to initiate intense discussions that can be resumed when visiting the fully booked exhibition.

The International Congress Aluminium Brazing, organized this year for the second time by the German Welding Society (DVS), has developed from its inception in the year 2000 to an internationally acknowledged meeting place for the brazing industry.

DVS is proud to support this congress – which is in fact one of the best ways to transfer knowledge in different directions. Joining and brazing are complex technologies, applications of those technologies must be based on continuous activities in research, development, guidelines, rules, standards and training – the DVS concept of joining and brazing combines all those activities, thus we are ready to contribute to the further success of this congress.

Again, welcome to Düsseldorf, welcome to the international community of brazing!

Roland Boecking
General Manager of DVS
German Welding Society
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